What Is the Conclave?  We are an anonymous collective of dedicated, caring, conscientious and compassionate practitioners who offer the sacrament of 5 MeO-DMT in a safe, sacred and responsible manner.

Our Mission: The members of the Conclave are in service of the awakening of Source consciousness within humanity and we effectively support the needs of all those we serve in this emergent process.

Our Vision: We envision a harmonious world of Beauty, Compassion, Peace, Tolerance, Truth & Love and honor the Sovereignty of the Human Spirit as an expression of Source.

Commitments & Agreements:

We are committed, dedicated, devoted and agree to:

1. Working within the awareness of the Unified Field
2. Recognizing the sovereignty of each individual within the Unified Field
3. The nurturance and wellbeing of all those we serve, and to the co-creation of safe, solid, sacred & secure containers for our Work
4. The safe, caring, compassionate, consensual and responsible guidance of the individual through their preparation, initiation and integration
5. Actively witness, support and hold space, in loving presence, for the absolute entirety of the individual’s process of awakening
6. Ensure and maintain absolute privacy, confidentiality, discretion and respect in regard to the identities and specific personal processes of all those we serve, in addition to all those offering their service unless with their express permission
7. Continually developing ourselves and our practice through honing our skills for the benefit of all we serve; and the full empowerment of each individual in their own process of awakening
8. Support and challenge each other, as practitioners, in developing the highest quality and integrity of our service to All
9. Conscientiously receiving and giving feedback to our peers in this ongoing process of developing best practices and duty of care to best embody this shared vision
10. Embodying the fullest expression of the totality of Love
11. Surrender completely to the unfoldment of Divine Will and to remain detached from the fruits of our individual endeavors.